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This holistic conceptualization of the customer experience differs from most studies in the retailing literature
which have focused on elements of the retail environment which are under the control of the retailer and how
these elements influence specific customer responses.
Customer Experience Creation: Determinants, Dynamics and
The reliability of the multi-item scales was examined by fitting congeneric measurement models for each of
the seven indicators using LISREL 8 (JÃ¶reskog and SÃ¶rbom, 1993).Scales were purified based on several
considerations including the magnitudes and standard errors of the factor loadings on each item, the item and
construct reliabilities (Fornell and Larcker, 1981), significant ...
Hedonic and utilitarian motivations for online retail
A retail park or power center is an unenclosed shopping center with a typical range of 250,000 square feet
(23,000 m 2) to 600,000 square feet (56,000 m 2) of gross leasable area that usually contains three or more
big box retailers and various smaller retailers (usually located in strip plazas) with a common parking area
shared among the retailers. It is likely to have more money spent on ...
Retail park - Wikipedia
â€œFull text available only in PDF formatâ€• References. 1 CITY OF JOHANNESBURG (2005) Soweto
Retail Strategy 2005, Department of Finance and Economic Development ...
The impact of shopping mall development on small township
The trickle-down effect is a model of product adoption in marketing that affects many consumer goods and
services.. It states that fashion flows vertically from the upper classes to the lower classes within society,
each social class influenced by a higher social class.
Trickle-down effect - Wikipedia
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